TEST RESULTS ON THE DCL MEMORY PLANE

The DCL plane (G25) is compared with a standard MTC plane which has General Ceramics cores. Except for requiring slightly higher driving currents for maximum output, the DCL plane compares favorably with the MTC planes and could, in fact, operate as a substitute MTC plane without seriously impairing the system's margins.

Plane C25, herin referred to as the DCL plane, contains cores made at this laboratory by Group 63. These cores are designated DCL-1-180. The object of this test was to find the optimum driving current for the plane and the worst ONE-ZERO ratio. Data was taken showing the relationship of Sensing Amplifier Gate Tube bias to Strobe Time for four values of driving current and four different patterns.

Patterns of all ONES and all ZEROS were used to find optimum driving current. Data was taken at 1.0a., 0.9a., 0.8a., and 0.7a. The attached graphs SA-48528-G through SA-48531-G show the comparison of the DCL plane (G25-dotted line) with the MTC plane (C21-solid line) under these conditions. Note that the MTC plane has its maximum ONE-ZERO ratio in the 0.8a. to 0.9a. region while the DCL plane has an increasing ONE-ZERO ratio right up to the maximum available driving current of 1.0a. Also, the ONE-ZERO ratio of the DCL plane at this maximum available current is approximately equal to the best ONE-ZERO ratio available from the MTC plane. It should be noted that at the best operating current for the MTC plane the DCL plane has a very good ONE-ZERO ratio and is quite capable of operating in conjunction with MTC planes.

Graphs SA-48532-G through SA-48535-G show the operating margins for the two complementary patterns of complemented pairs-checkerboard for driving current values of 0.8a. and 1.0a. Again it can be seen that the margins are still increasing at the maximum available driving current of 1.0a. In these graphs a comparison is made not with the MTC plane but with and without the Post-Write Disturb current. It is interesting to note that the Post-Write Disturb current is most beneficial for the pattern with zeros in the corners (Graphs SA-48534-G and SA-48535-G). The reason for this is not understood.
Observation of Sensing Winding output voltage showed that the spread in outputs is very small and is as good or better than that observed from the MTG planes.

It is felt that a memory made of planes using these cores and operated at its optimum currents would have operating margins at least equal to those of the present 64 x 64 memory.
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BIAS VOLTS VS STROBE TIME

Pattern 15 and 16

X-ray currents 350 ma.
Digit Plane Current 330 ma.
Temp variation 80°F to 81°F

- C & MTC
- C & SEL

Data: E.A. Guditz
Recorder: J.D. Rine
BIAS VOLTS VS STROBE TIME

Pattern: 15 and 0a
X-and Y-Currents: 400 mA, 380 mA
Grid Plane Current: 380 mA
Temp variation: 80° to 91°F

- C2: MTC
- C2S: DCL

Date: D.A. Buditz
Recorder: J.D. Aro
BIAS VOLTS VS STROBE TIME

Pattern: 1's and 0's

X and Y Currents: 950 mA
Diode Plane Current: 450 mA

Temp variation: 81°F to 88°F

C -- C21 MTC
O -- C35 DCL

Data: E.A. Gudity
Recorder: J.D. Piteb
BIAS VOLTS VS. STROBE TIME

Pattern 3.5 and 0.5
Y and Y currents 500 ma
Digit Plane Current 480 ma
Temp variation 8°C to 87°C
- C 1 pct
X -- C 25 to 28°C

Data: E. G. Ouditz
Recorded: J. D. Piro
Bias Volts vs. Strobe Time

Pattern: Complemented

Pins: Connector

Y's in corner

Temp. variation: 82.0 to 83.5°F

X and Y currents: 0.05 mA

Right plane current: 380 mc

---

Graph shows bias volts vs. strobe time from start of read current (us).

Legend:
- ---- with PWD
- --- without PWD
BIAS VOLTS VS. STROBE TIME

Pattern: Complemented
Data sheet board
05 in corner

Plane C-13

X and Y currents 400 ma
Digi Plane Current 300 ma
Temp. Variation 60° to 70° C

--- without PWD
--- with PWD
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This page contains a graph titled "Bias Volts vs. Strobe Time." The graph plots bias volts on the y-axis against strobe time from start of read current on the x-axis. The graph includes a note indicating that the pattern complemented and the bias is shown.
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Legend:
- VTE: V-T field
- VTS: V-T screen
- Pattern: Complement
- Paper Checkered
- 0% in screen
- 0.4% condensation

Temperature variation 81° to 89°F

- With PWD
- Without PWD